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Abstract
As cyber threats continue to grow and expertise resources are limited, or-
ganisations need to find ways to evaluate their resilience efficiently and take
proactive measures against an attack from a specific adversary before it occurs.
Threat modelling is an excellent method of assessing the resilience of ICT sys-
tems, forming Attack (Defense) Graphs (ADGs) that illustrates an adversary’s
attack vectors, allowing analysts to identify weaknesses in the systems.

Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) is information that helps us understand the
current cyber threats we are facing, but have little integration with ADGs. This
thesis attempts to resolve that by evaluating how CTI feeds of known Threat
Actors can be used to enrich Attack (Defense) Graphs in a threat modelling
tool securiCAD. The purpose of this is to allow security administrators to take
proactive measures and strengthen their ICT systems against current methods
used by any Threat Actor that is believed to pose a threat to them. This is
also a part of a larger EU project SOCCRATES, to which this thesis is a part
of.

This resulted in a tool that generates an Attacker Profile, which is based on
a Threat Actor’s capabilities and techniques. Techniques are methods for ac-
complishing specific attack steps. The Attacker Profile is then integrated with
securiCAD to tweak the underlying parameters of securiCAD’s attack steps to
asses the security of a model with respect to the specified adversary.

In securiCAD, simulations run against a model of the infrastructure with a
sequence of attack steps, determined by probability, to form possible attack
vectors by the attacker. We saw evidence that the generated Attacker Profile
accurately represented the Threat Actor’s commonly used Tactics, Techniques
and Procedures (TTPs) and adjusted the attack vectors accordingly when run-
ning the simulation. A proof of concept of integrating CTI feeds with threat
modelling was thereby established, helping security analysts asses weaknesses
in the systems if they were to be attacked by a specific Threat Actor.
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Sammanfattning
När cyberhoten växer och det finns begränsade resurser att motverka dessa
måste organisationer och företag finna sätt att testa säkerheten i sina system
för att ta förebyggande beslut och skydda sig mot hoten innan attackerna sker.
Hotmodellering är ett sätt att göra detta då det formar attackgrafer som visua-
liserar en attackerares förflyttning i systemen.

Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) är ett sätt för oss att förstå de hot vi står inför,
men har liten integration med attackgrafer. Detta examensarbete försöker lösa
detta genom att se hur CTI-strömmar av kända attackerare kan användas för att
berika attackgrafer i hotmodelleringsverktyget securiCAD. Syftet med detta är
för att låta säkerthetsanalytiker analysera och stärka deras system mot the me-
toder som används av någon attackerare som tros vara ett hot mot dem. Detta
är även ett mål i ett större EU-projekt SOCCRATES som detta examensarbete
är en del av.

Detta resulterade i ett verktyg som genererar attackerarprofiler, vilket används
för att justera de underliggande parametrarna i securiCADs attacksteg. Dessa
attackerarprofiler baseras på en attackerares förmågor och tekniker, där tekni-
ker är en metod för att åtstakomma specifika attacksteg. Attackerarprofilerna
kan i sin tur integreras med securiCAD för att utvärdera säkerheten i modellen
med avseende på en känd attackerare.

I securiCAD körs simuleringar där sekvenser av attacksteg sätts upp, sommed
hjälp av sannolikhet formar potentiella attackvägar tagna av attackeraren. Re-
sultaten gav bevis på att den generade attackerarprofilen representerade den
kända attackerarens tillvägagångssätt i simuleringarna. Detta resulterade i ett
bevis på att integrera CTI med hotmodellering kan hjälpa säkerhetsanalytiker
att utvärdera sina system och ta förebyggande beslut för att stärka upp systemen
från aktuella attacker av en attackerare som tros vara ett hot mot dem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Information technology and connected devices are a central part of our soci-
ety today. We use them for community formations via social media, handling
our personal finance, shopping and political participation, among others. With
this comes cyber threats that can have tremendous impacts. Protecting against
and preventing attacks that target ICT systems, infrastructures and emerging
technologies continue to be a difficult task, which is an issue almost every
company and organisation face today [6]. As ICT systems become larger by
the year, so does the number of cyberattacks. According to Accenture Secu-
rity’s report on the annual cost of cybercrime [43], each organization faced 145
attacks during 2018, an eleven percent increase from the year prior. Among
these were malware, web-based and DOS attacks the most occurring. These
attacks were estimated to cost US$13 million for each company, twelve per-
cent more compared to 2017. Globally, it is predicted that cyber attacks will
cost US$5.2 trillion ranging from 2019 to 2023.

Disregarding the fact that the complexity of the attacks is increasing, the weak-
est link inmost systems is the human-layer, which is shown by 85% of the com-
panies reporting to have experienced social engineering attacks. This can be
due to a malicious insider or criminals using this knowledge to their advantage
by launching phishing attacks [43]. Training and education are key to reme-
diate these human weaknesses. Meanwhile, there is a shortage of qualified
security personnel. By 2022, it is projected to be around 1.8 million unfilled
information security positions [7, 45]. Filling these is not an easy task either,
as employers feel that no diploma prepares the graduate enough to be qualified
for the job anyway [7].

2
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The banking sector tops the charts on the annual cost of cyber attacks. How-
ever, [43] state that data theft or direct financial gain is not always the intended
outcome of an attack, meaning no sector is safe from cyber threats. Trends
show that attacks where files get changed or destroyed are increasing, placing
focus on data integrity. Regardless of the adversary’s purpose and used tech-
niques, defending against every known exploit is costly and infeasible for a
single organisation to handle manually [19].

To be a step ahead of the attacker, sharingCyber Threat Intelligence (CTI) pub-
licly is an effective way for proactive assessment of the threat, instead of being
reactive in the event of the attack itself. In [43], it is mentioned that discov-
eries of threats are already increasing, due to CTI and different threat sharing
applications are gaining more traction as a form of preventative investment.
By using Cyber Threat Intelligence in an automated system, it is possible to
obtain more resilient ICT systems by providing security analysts with better
situational awareness and efficient deployment of countermeasures.

The employer of this thesis, Foreseeti AB, is currently a part of an ongoing
large scale EU-funded research projectH2020-EU.2.1.1 SOCCRATES [6, 45],
which this thesis contributes to. SOCCRATES’ purpose is to provide an auto-
mated security platform that will detect and prevent cyber threats for security
operation centres (SOCs) as well as computer security incident response teams
(CSIRTs) by providing a visualization tool regarding response and action of
an attack. This will bridge the skill gap between less experienced workers
and security analyst experts. Allowing the less experienced personnel to use
the developed platform and make valid decisions, while experts can dedicate
themselves to threat hunting. The resulting platform of SOCCRATES will,
among others utilize CTI and infrastructure information to effectively analyse
and respond to ongoing cyber threats by threat-modelling them, forming At-
tack Defence Graphs (ADGs) to visualize the attack vectors. A total of eight
different countries are involved in SOCCRATES, consisting of nine different
research organisations, higher education establishments and privately-owned
companies, with foreseeti and KTH being the Swedish representatives [45].
The two modules of interest within the SOCCRATES project for the thesis are
the ADGs and CTI. Foreseeti AB’s threat modelling tool securiCAD is meant
to provide the ADGs and the CTI will come from the Semi-Automated Cy-
ber Threat Intelligence (ACT) platform started and maintained by Mnemonic
AS. ACT aims to provide a CTI platform that assists in predicting and pre-
venting cyber attacks and other threats in real-time. Both play a role in the
SOCCRATES project, and will therefore be the two tools utilised throughout
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this thesis.

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: The remainder of this chapter
expresses the motivation behind the thesis. Chapter 2 will provide underly-
ing theory concerning core fields of the thesis and state of the art analysis
through relevant work. This is followed up by methodology and implementa-
tion in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the test suite used in this thesis including
the Threat Actor of interest and its toolkit. The results are then introduced
in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 contains the discussion, conclusions and future
work.

1.1 Purpose
The main research question to examine is:

How can Cyber Threat Intelligence be used to enhance probabilistic attack
graphs, so that they represent a specific Threat Actor’s common attack

vectors?

As briefly mentioned, Foreseeti AB, the employer for this thesis has a product
by the name securiCAD. securiCAD generates probabilistic attack graphs to
asses IT-infrastructures’ security by making quantitative analyses. The goal of
this thesis is to take CTI from the ACT platform and automatically convert this
to Attacker Profiles as input for securiCAD, to adjust the probabilistic attack
graphs in question.

Completing this will work towards one of the goals of the SOCCRATES [6,
45] research project. Namely, to utilize Cyber Threat Intelligence for auto-
mated analysis in Attack Defence Graphs. However, this also falls in line with
one of the goals of the ACT project [36], "Interfacing with current technology
including automation for instant countermeasures" as a proof of concept of
using their CTI platform ACT integrated with securiCAD.

The success of this system will allow organisations to analyse their security
against currently used Attack Campaigns of different Threat Actors and make
a proactive assessment if this is a security risk or not to them. For example, if
a Threat Actor is known to conduct phishing attacks, their entry point would
most likely be through malicious emails. This will let the analysts know that
resources should be put on strengthening the security of the mail server and
educating the staff in social engineering techniques.

Not only will this have economic benefits for the companies, as a successful
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attack has negative financial impacts, but also helps protect their critical as-
sets, such as keeping sensitive personal data from leaking out by identifying
weaknesses in the system with respect to the Threat Actor.

Lastly, this thesis also aims to fill a gap in current research of cybersecurity.
The use of shared CTI to give a more correct evaluation of ICT systems’ secu-
rity in an automated system, is, to the best of the author’s knowledge, some-
thing that is lacking.

1.2 Scope
This thesis will focus on using provided information on a Threat Actor and
turn this to an Attacker Profile that fits a threat modeller based on ADGs. It is
not in scope to define a security ontology or finding relations to determine who
the Threat Actor is, as it is provided in the ACT platform. Nor is it in scope
to define languages that define ADG models, merely adjusting the underlying
parameters of an existing one. Meaning the probability distributions for each
relevant attack step for a specified Threat Actor.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter will provide the necessary theory and related work to understand
the concepts that evolves around this thesis. Namely, Cyber Threat Intelli-
gence, Attacker Profiling and Threat Modelling.

2.1 Cyber Threat Intelligence
Cyber Threat Intelligence is a way for us to understand the current threats we
are facing. It involves collecting data from previous attack campaigns where
key features are identified. This may be data such as Indicators Of Compro-
mises (IOCs), which are evidence of malicious activity in logs and files, mal-
ware hashes, targeted vulnerabilities, suspected Threat Actor group, the origin
of the attacker, common tools, among more [9]. Many of these findings are
usually summarized in an incident report that is commonly shared with the
public to aid in identifying an ongoing attack campaign.

CTI comes in various formats. Namely, as (semi-)structured and unstructured
data. The latter is mainly found from emails, incident reports, twitter and web
forums, which have to be processed and stored in a structured manner effi-
ciently to be used with automated services [36]. The semi-structured way is
of little human-readability to security analysts. It is often written in a com-
plex format designed for automated processing and exchange. An outcome of
this is a lack of understanding the provided information, which implicitly pre-
vents security analysts from taking adequate actions according to the severity
of the received intelligence [4]. An effective way of making use of any of these
sources and identifying ongoing attacks faster is to process the data according

6
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to a cybersecurity ontology and store the key data in a CTI platform that can
present the relations of a data object quickly. An ontology is described by
[51] as "A conceptual model independent of a specific object, which embodies
knowledge of a domain and determines the terms of concepts in the domain".
In other words, a cybersecurity ontology defines all the objects around CTI
and maps the relationships between them. Unfortunately, ontology research
continues to be an evolving area, where information is still quite limited [38].
However, the research that is out there could just be reluctant of sharing every
little detail, as a strong ontology could have a commercial incentive [24].

An attempt to define a language and format that can be readable for data an-
alysts as well as machines, is, among others, Structured Threat Information
eXpression (STIX) [40]. STIX [40] is a language that consists of eighteen
domain objects (SDOs) including attack patterns, campaigns, IoCs, locations,
malware, Threat Actors, tools, vulnerabilities among others and two relation-
ship objects (SROs). One relationship object is the link between two domain
objects following the STIX ontology, the other denoting the belief that an el-
ement of CTI was seen. The data in STIX feeds are presented in a consistent
serializable JSON format, which makes them great for exchanging data for
machine processing that can automatically analyse, detect and respond to at-
tacks, but also to be visually presented to an analyst in a graph structure. The
full technical description of the STIX metamodel can be found at [46], but
in essence, every STIX object contains the STIX object type, spec_version
(which STIX version was used to represent the object), unique id, when it was
created and last modified. There are also additional optional properties that
can be added such as labels, confidence, external references, among others, to
add more details.

Sadly, there is a lack of efficiency when it comes to shared CTI information,
as it is often manually evaluated. The nature of the attacks evolves constantly,
which makes it next to impossible for security analysts to keep up. [42] devel-
oped a framework to capture the context of CTI feeds along with network and
system vulnerabilities. The main objective was to create a system that could
analyse the resiliency of a network with respect to relevant CTI data. It anal-
ysed the information in STIX feeds, determined threat relevance, likelihood
and affected assets through rules and inference, then mapped the results to the
organization’s network architecture. A proactive feature that was added to the
system was a Threat Actor profiler by using multiple STIX feeds. The entire
system was deemed an efficient solution of automated inference of CTI and
something security analysts agreed to be very useful and give better results
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compared to manual processes.

ACT [36, 37], the chosenCTI platform for this thesis, is another solutionmeant
to make CTI more accessible and useful for both analysts as well as machines.
It is meant to be a CTI platform to uncover cyber threats such as attacks, es-
pionage and sabotage. ACT will create methods for enriching data analysis
and identifications of Threat Actors, their Techniques, Tools and Procedures
(TTPs) among more. Its core builds upon the Object-Fact-Model, which con-
tains large sets of objects upon which the system facts are added via analysis
and other intelligence sources. The model allows for querying information
stored in the platform and lets it be represented as a graph due to it utilising
the Apache TinkerPop framework. This illustrates the CTI in a clear way as
facts are the edges between the objects (nodes). For example, a Threat Actor
may have pseudonyms, following ACT’s ontology, there is an edge between
two Threat Actor nodes denoting an alias, meaning the two are believed to be
the same group/person.

2.1.1 Attacker Profiling
Attacker profiling is a way to separate the infrastructure’s and the Threat Ac-
tor’s properties from each other, which allows one to analyse the properties
of the two independently from one another. It also enables one to make valid
assessment of the robustness of the system given different properties of an At-
tacker Profile. For example, a single individual would have a separate Attacker
Profile compared to a state sponsored organized group of attackers and have
different probabilities of success, as they possess different budgets, skills and
time constraints [21].

In [21], the authors began by separating the attacker and infrastructure prop-
erties from each other using a tool by the name Attack Navigator Tool. This
contained information describing the infrastructure and a set of different at-
tacker profiles available. A Threat Actor is then only taken into consideration
if and only if the attacker is capable of launching all the attacks defined in an
attack suite. They also proposed another possibility to attacker profiling called
Item Response Theory to represent relations between underlying components
in the threat model. These relations are defined as a logistic function taking
the skill, difficulty and invested time to provide a likelihood of success.

FAIR [16] (factor analysis of information risk) ontology allows one to cre-
ate Attacker Profiles through risk analysis. The risk assessment derives from
two core areas; Loss Event Frequency and Loss magnitude. It is within the
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Loss Event Frequency we find the attributes related to the attacker, where we
can analyse an adversary’s capability, frequency of attacks and probability of
success. Two of the relevant metrics used are Threat Capability (TCap) and
Threat Event Frequency (TEF). TCap is a scale from 1-100 representing the
skills and resources of the Threat Actor, with the 100th percentile represent-
ing the most capable Threat Actor. This is estimated based on a qualitative
assessment of the underlying properties and is one of the toughest elements in
the analysis. TEF states how often a Threat Actor will act in a certain way that
results in a compromise within a given time frame.

According to [17], at the time of its writing in 2018, our understanding of
Threat Actors are determined in a highly binary method by answering the sim-
ple question of "Is the Threat Actor sophisticated or not?". First of all, we need
to define the meaning of sophisticated. Secondly, this way of categorising an
adversary limits our analysis whether the Threat Actor in question is capable
of breaching our system or not. The few properties we look at favours misdi-
rection, deception and offensive practices for the Threat Actor. And existing
Threat Actor research, which highlights more detailed properties, is quickly
forgotten as adversary TTPs continuously change. We must do well to utilise
the extracted artefacts from these papers to not let the information go to waste.
Luckily, this is exactly what CTI platforms aims to do, namely record the data.
It is just a matter of being able to do this in an efficient way. [17] has therefore
established an extensive template for analysing a Threat Actor’s behavioural
traits, which allows us to create a much more detailed profile.

MITRE ATT&CK R© (Adversarial Tactics, Techniques and Common Knowl-
edge) is a knowledge base containing, among others, Threat Actors’ TTPs,
which involves typical targets, techniques, and behaviour. ATT&CK came to
be as there was a need for systematically categorizing adversarial behaviour
for structured adversary emulation exercises. As a result of these emulation
profiles, it is possible to identify APTs (Advanced Persistent threats) during
an attack at an early stage [48]. ATT&CK will be one of the main source of
detailed information in this thesis regarding a Threat Actor’s TTPs.

2.2 Attack Graphs - Threat Modelling
Attack Graphs are a visual way of representing the resilience of an IT infras-
tructure by predicting and tracing the attack steps that might be taken by an
adversary to reach its goal in a system by using multiple vulnerabilities [2,
22]. This allows security analysts to evaluate each network asset’s risks and
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take proactive actions [10, 23]. The nodes in AGs are atomic attack steps,
while in ADGs they may also be defence mechanisms. To define attack mod-
els, the system architecture is modelled with relevant information and attack
logic is added. There are some challenges involved when defining a language
that represents the model well. One has to know what information is relevant
and identify all the relevant parameters. Secondly, collecting this data is not
always trivial, in fact, it is often difficult. Lastly, one has to analyse the col-
lected data to be able to find the potential weaknesses available at a Threat
Actor’s disposal [18].

Most AG research is based on probabilistic reasoning, where Bayesian net-
works are utilised, called BAGs (Bayesian Attack Graphs) and is adopted by
[8, 10, 22, 23, 41, 50].

[41] uses Bayesian Attack Graph Models to network and drive the decision
process. This means that it uses probability to calculate the likelihood of dif-
ferent possible outcomes. As of when the paper was published in 2012, they
claim that most previous AttackGraph andAttack Tree solutions fail to address
the capability of an attacker and the likelihood of a certain attack to happen.
Their Bayesian attack graph consists of a set of attributes, a set of discrete
conditional probability distribution functions, a set of atomic attacks and a set
of decomposition tuples.

In [50], MulVal, a logic-based network security analyser [20] is used to gen-
erate a probabilistic attack graph using Bayesian theory. It then makes use of
the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), which is also adopted by
[2, 10] in slightly different methods, as a basis for calculating the probability
of an attacker ensuring the success of an atomic attack.

[12, 19] generate an Attack Graph with probability distributions over the TTC
of each attack step in a path by quantifying the attacks step dependencies.
The sampling is done by each edge of the graph drawing a sample from its
local probability distribution and depending on the node’s specialization gate
{OR, AND} to its parents, the TTC is calculated differently. Given a model
instance, it automatically generates an attack graph based on the assets and
relationships between them. [12] is based on probabilistic simulations similar
to Bayesian Networks, where each asset contains a number of Attacks and
Defences, making it an ADG modeller.

[2] addresses the fact that no prior work takes the temporal aspect of a vulner-
ability in consideration. A side effect of not doing that can lead to inadequate
assessment of the potential attack’s impact. The architecture builds upon Ab-
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sorbingMarkov Chains to generate the graphs andmakes use of CVSSmetrics,
specifically the exploitability and impact metrics for the impact analysis. The
probabilities are adjusted over time using temporal metrics.

[8] estimates the risk level to critical resources in the network by using be-
haviour based attacks that build upon Bayesian methods to periodically up-
date the subjective beliefs. In theory, this should make it easier to differentiate
threat levels depending on the Threat Actor. These behaviours are based on
the attacker’s sequence of actions and their social attributes.

[11] also have a model which accounts for adversary heterogeneity. Meaning
they assume that a Threat Actor’s skill level, resources at its disposal, point
of access, if it is an internal or external attacker and so on differ between ad-
versaries in a non-homogeneous manner. They do this by having relation-
ships that specify knowledge of an asset to the adversary, namely its available
equipment and access privileges to it. The simulations control the attacker
behaviour through specified monetary and time budget, motivations and risk
preferences.

2.2.1 Bayesian Networks
Bayesian networks are defined as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) over ran-
dom variable nodes and edges signifying conditional dependencies between a
pair of nodes [23]. Node xi is said to be the parent to node xj (child) if there is a
directed edge from xi to xj and the conditional probability P (xj) = P (xj|xi).
Consider a graph of K nodes, the joint distribution is written as a product over
all nodes of the graph, where the conditional distribution for each node is con-
ditionally dependent to all of its parents pak [3] (see equation 2.1).

p(x) =
K∏
k=1

p(xk|pak) (2.1)

Bayesian networks fit Attack Graphs well as it models the relations of atomic
attacks in a network. The fact that the graph has to be acyclic is one of the
challenges when modelling AGs with Bayesian methods, as the processing of
cycles is costly. The removal of cycles in an AG is deemed a valid assumption
as an adversary will never traverse back once a compromised state is reached.
Once the graph is built, it uses probabilistic inference to find the most probable
attack path [23].
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2.2.2 securiCAD
The simulation logic in securiCAD builds on logic similar to that of Bayesian
Networks. It runs simulations that sets up sequences of attack steps that the
adversary can accomplish against a specific asset with a certain probability.
These probabilities are derived from scientific studies, experiments, surveys
and expert judgement [1].

An attack step is an actionmade by an attacker to further their access within the
network. This may be using a vulnerability scanner on a host to find an exploit
that can be deployed to compromise the host. To understand the results of the
thesis one must know how to interpret the generated attack vectors from the
simulation. Figure 2.1 represents a small ADG, namely a sequence of attack
steps (the nodes). Between each node, there are arrows (edges) of different
size and color. The possible colors are green, yellow and red and they indicate
how fast the attack step can be achieved by the attacker (red node) with red
being the fastest and green the slowest. The importance of the attack step is
indicated by its thickness, meaning the attacker does not have many optional
routes to reach their target (blue node) should they not succeed with the attack
step.

Figure 2.1: Attack vector example

A Time To Compromise (TTC) value is the time it takes for an adversary to
reach its target. Figure 2.2 shows the TTC for bypassing the anti-malware
software on a public webserver. Test runs, or samples, are conducted to model
different attack paths between runs, as some attack steps might succeed some-
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Figure 2.2: TTC for Figure 2.1

times and sometimes fail, generating different TTC values. This makes sense
as an adversary’s skill, time constraints, funds, experience and luckwould vary
between attacks. When the simulation is done, the shortest path in the graph
is calculated, which represent the least effort route for an attacker to reach its
target. Here the Dial’s Approximate Buckets algorithm is used to calculate
the shortest path. The samples are based on the outcomes of probabilities in
a cumulative distribution function using the Monte Carlo method, where the
results of the sampling are aggregated to a sample mean and the average of all
samples is presented in the end.

In total there are fourteen assets, all having a number of possible attack steps
that can be exploited by an attacker. Each asset also comes with a number
of defenses. It is the activated defenses that will determine which cumulative
distribution function the simulation will sample from. Namely, there exists a
truth table for each attack step, that maps a sequence of defenses (0 for deacti-
vated, 1 for activated) to a distribution function. We will refer to these defense
sequences as a defense permutation later.

Assets are also associated with other assets of specific types. Some associa-
tions are required, while others are optional. These associations can be found
at [15].

Once the simulation is complete, you can inspect the attack vectors (like Figure
2.1) that the Threat Actor could execute to reach the asset, how long it would
take and with what probability (like Figure 2.2). This is useful for any secu-
rity administrator wanting to spot weaknesses in the system and understand
adversarial behaviour before the event occurs.

The challenge of this thesis is how to translate the CTI received on a specific
Threat Actor to securiCAD specific attack steps and how its distribution pa-
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rameters should be tweaked. We do this so that the Threat Actor’s TTPs is
shown in the attack vectors and the edges’ thickness and color accurately rep-
resent how important and skilled the Threat Actor is at achieving those specific
attack steps.



Chapter 3

Method

In this chapter the design of the Attacker Profile generator and the concepts
that have to be defined around it are presented.

3.1 Architecture
The design of the thesis’ developed tool is visualised in Figure 3.1. It is the
result of an iterative process where discussions with experts were held to ob-
tain the best possible results, as work similar to this thesis is limited. As seen,
it is divided into two parts. The first phase involves receiving CTI from the
ACT platform, specifically a Threat Actor that we should evaluate our system’s
resilience against. This begins by mapping the Threat Actor’s techniques to
securiCAD attack steps. Specifically, for this thesis, APT38 is the Threat Ac-
tor of interest. The second phase accepts the mapped data for each technique
along with Threat Actor sophistication properties to generate the Attacker Pro-
file, which is applied to our model. Each module is described in more detail
throughout this chapter.

We will introduce two types of mappings. Technique mappings to attack steps
and Threat Actor sophistication properties to an overall capabilities factor α.
The first reflects the scope of the Threat Actors abilities, while the latter is
used to represent the quality or skill in these abilities.

15
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Figure 3.1: System Architecture

3.2 Technique Mappings
Initially, the CTI data of interest had to be identified from the ACT[36] plat-
form to convert to seucriCAD attack steps. After evaluating different options
with input from a CTI expert, it was clear that adversary techniques would
be the most suitable choice. As techniques can be shared between different
Threat Actors, the mappings can be reused for every Threat Actor utilising
the technique. A set och techniques would then, in turn, represent any Threat
Actor’s abilities well.

The mapping of ACT techniques to securiCAD attack steps was a manual pro-
cess stored in JSON format. Each technique has its own entry in the database
and contains securiCAD assets as keys, and an object as the corresponding
value. This object contains the asset’s affected attack steps, valid and invalid
asset defenses against the technique, if Threat Actor capabilities matter for its
execution and requirements on the affected asset.

First and foremost, we had to define which techniques are in scope. As stated
earlier, securiCAD is simulating an attacker’s movement in a network. What
the simulation does not take into consideration is what happens after a Threat
Actor has reached its goal, e.g. exfiltration of data. Therefore, the mapping
of techniques to attack step will only consider tactics that are relevant to se-
curiCAD. The relevant tactics are found in Table 3.1. Tactics in Table 3.2 are
disregarded as they are difficult to accurately describe in ways of securiCAD
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Tactic [28] Motivation
Initial Access The techniques within this category are mostly social-

engineering related, or other methods that require a
user’s interaction, i.e. visiting a compromised web-
site. Even though securiCAD assumes that the at-
tacker has a foothold at a given entry point in the net-
work, attack steps such as ObtainCredentials and web
application exploits are affected within this tactic.

Execution Execution involves a Threat Actor attempting to run
malicious code on a system, either locally or remotely.
It may assist the adversary in lateral movement once
the malicious payload is executed.

Privilege
Escalation

For the adversary to continue its traversal in the envi-
ronment, it might need to gain higher level of permis-
sions. Techniques belonging to this tactic does just
that.

Defence
Evasion Techniques within this category helps a Threat Actor

bypass firewalls, intrusion detection systems and/or
anti-malware systems by erasing traces of its presence,
or software packing to obfuscate the malware’s con-
tent.

Credential
Access User credentials might be necessary to gain access

control to a service through legitimate means instead
of using exploits.

Lateral
Movement This tactic is probably the most relevant of them all

with respect to securiCAD as it affects the majority of
the possible attack steps for every asset.

Table 3.1: In Scope Tactics

threat modelling. See each tactic and corresponding motivation for more in-
formation.

Translating a technique into securiCAD attack steps is partially a subjective
matter, as opinions may differ in what a certain technique infers and not. They
were therefore actively revisited and discussed to agree upon their validity and
establish a working procedure. In an attempt to establish a mapping standard,
transparency in the thought process is required and it follows:
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Tactic [28] Motivation
Persistence When an adversary wants to maintain the foothold it

has established in the system after reboots, changed
credentials or other actions that may interrupt their
access, persistence techniques can be utilised. securi-
CAD does not model this behaviour, allowing for ex-
clusion of this tactic.

Discovery When running a simulation, it is assumed the adver-
sary has done its recon of the network topology.

Collection Collection techniques are the step prior to exfiltration.
A Threat Actor has established tools that can cap-
ture audio, inputs, screen capture and/or stored data,
among others. No attack steps accurately represent
this behaviour.

Command and
Control

Involves communication with compromised systems
in order to control them. If an asset is compromised
in securiCAD, an adversary already owns/controls it.

Exfiltration Is the process of extracting data from the systemwhich
is a result of the adversary having reached its goal, not
a step in its traversal.

Impact Consists of trying to manipulate and destruction of en-
tire systems and data. This too is a posterior event of
an adversary reaching its final goal and not something
securiCAD is concerned about.

Table 3.2: Out of Scope Tactics

• Identifying Assets - Knowing that adversaries have successfully utilised
this technique from previously known events, identify the affected assets
from the attack vector.

• Identifying Attack Step - For each asset, given the nature of the attack
vectors, identify the attack steps that are related to those defined in the
threat modeller. The main source of information at this stage derives
from MITRE ATT&CK [28].

– Zero-days - Attack steps related to zero-day exploits (in securi-
CAD we have SoftwareProduct.DevelopZeroDay) should only be
mapped if the Threat Actor utilising the technique is capable of
developing zero-day exploits and disregarded if not.
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• Isolation - Only consider attack steps that are directly affected by the
technique in its initial step, not the ones that follow at a later stage as
a result of it, or prerequisite steps. E.g. consider the Defence Evasion
technique File Deletion. To delete files correct privileges and user ac-
cess are required. Naturally, one would think that an adversary that is
known to delete files should be good at privilege related attack steps.
Thus, one would for example map RootLogin as an affected attack step.
However, other tactics have to lead to this state, such as Credential Ac-
cess and Privilege Escalation. The File Deletion technique itself does
not directly affect Privilege Escalation attack steps. In other words, the
mapping should not include attacks steps that are prerequisites to the
current technique, merely what it directly implies.

• Platform Specific - Some techniques require the asset to be of a specific
type or connected to another asset of a specific type. For example, it
might only affect clients connected to a Windows host. Often this is
defined in the ATT&CK database on an OS level, so labelling the tech-
nique’s target OS is trivial. However, sometimes there are more spe-
cific targets, such as web browsers, which have to be extracted from the
known attack vectors. This information is necessary so that the tech-
nique only overrides assets on a tag level in our model, rather than on
an asset level.

• Defenses - Are the asset’s defenses still a delaying obstacle for the suc-
cess of the attack step given the technique utilised by the Threat Actor?
Identify the valid defenses (1) and invalid ones (0). A probability value
within [0, 1] is also accepted if you believe that the defense is only valid
sometimes. If one of the defenses does not help, the distribution will
assume the value of the entry where the defense is set to 0 in its truth
table, regardless of model configurations.

• Scaling - Does the technique scale with Threat Actor capabilities (α) or
is there a general improvement for every Threat Actor utilizing it (ε)?
(α and ε are introduced further down in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4
respectively)

See Chapter 4 for how these rules were applied to the in-scope techniques of
APT38. Some of the techniques ended up mapping to the same attack step.
However, each technique is handled independently of each other. Meaning,
there is no extra benefit for mapping to the same attack step on a technique
level. However, on a Threat Actor level one would believe that if a Threat
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Actor is capable of bypassing the anti-malware system through four different
techniques, it should have a higher probability of success. Nevertheless, this
behaviour was not implemented and is discussed later in Chapter 6.1 as to why
not.

3.3 Alpha Factor Calculator
securiCAD assumes an attacker to be a skilled pentester. Naturally, a state-
sponsored organization that has more resources at their disposal should gen-
erate a higher probability of success and less time required to reach their goal.
Therefore, dependent on the Threat Actor type, there should be a difference in
the overall TTC. To resolve this, an overall skill factor, named the Alpha-factor
(α) was established, that assumes a value in {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0} (see
equation 3.1). This means that, in the best case, a Threat Actor can be con-
sidered, at most, twice as fast at specific attack steps, where the alpha-factor
matters. The thresholds were decided with the reasoning that a Threat Ac-
tor must fulfil every property to gain maximum advantage and at least some
to be considered better than the standard securiCAD pentester. Everything in
between was merely an evenly distributed discrete improvement.

δ =
∑

(Sophistication Properties)

α = alpha(δ) =



1.0, if δ < 6

0.9, if 6 ≤ δ < 7

0.8, if 7 ≤ δ < 9

0.7, if 9 ≤ δ < 11

0.6, if 11 ≤ δ < 13

0.5, if 13 ≤ δ

(3.1)

The Alpha-factor is based on Threat Actor sophistication properties listed in
Table 3.3. These properties were identified with guidance from expert opinion
and are based on [17], where behavioural traits were identified to establish a
much more detailed threat profile. Even though several more of the properties
in [17] would fit the criteria for a sophistication property, such asUndermining
Anti-virus; they are already accounted for within certain techniques. This is
important to emphasise. The technique mappings are meant to represent the
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scope of the Threat Actor’s abilities, while the alpha is used to represent their
skills within these abilities, to accomplish the mapped attack step.

Code/Tools Developed
Copied 0
Modified 1
In-house 2

If In-house development:
Actively maintained code

False 0
True 1

Uses complex Components False 0
True 1

Familiar with Victims False 0
True 1

Heavy Reconnaissance
Effort

False 0
True 1

Familiar with Victim’s Systems False 0
True 1

Consistent Operator Practices False 0
True 1

Operational Tempo
Low 0

Medium 1
High 2

Resource Level

Individual,
Club,
Contest

0

Team 1
Organization 2
Government 3

Table 3.3: Threat Actor sophistication properties

The meaning of each sophistication property follows:

• Code/tools Developed - The quality of the Threat Actor’s malware and
tools will depend on if it is copied off the shelf, which is easy to detect.
If it is at least modified, this might evade detection to some extent. How-
ever, if they develop everything in house from scratch, they have the best
chances of bypassing detection-systems and reflects a higher skill level.

• Actively maintained code - This is only valid if they write their code and
tools from scratch, as if a version of it has been detected, they will work
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fast to deploy a new version that can evade the detection systems. This
shows the Threat Actor’s ability to act fast to continue their campaigns.

• Uses complex Components - Evolves around the complexity of theirmal-
ware. Do they deploy kernel components, rootkits or use memory in-
jection to bypass the defenses? The more complex the components are,
assuming that they are correctly implemented, will give them a higher
possibility of success.

• Familiar with Victims - Do they target their victims specifically by sec-
tor, organisation or company? A more organised attack indicates that
the Threat Actor chooses their attacks carefully.

• Heavy Reconnaissance Effort - Are they discrete and spends a lot of time
and resources in mapping out their targets’ network once establishing a
foothold to avoid detection and ensuring successful campaigns?

• Familiar with Victim’s Systems - Do they usually target victims which
have similar systems known to them from previous attacks? For exam-
ple, APT38 have targeted several banks utilising SWIFT services, which
they are familiar with. If they are familiar with the systems, it will be
easier for them to know what to look for and how to exploit vulnerabil-
ities.

• Consistent Operator Practices - Are they consistent with their campaigns
or is there no structure in the attacks? Consistency indicates that they
have found a strategy that is successful to them.

• Operational Tempo - Can also be seen as activity, namely the number of
attacks each year. An active Threat Actor indicates their capabilities in
launching successful events in a short time.

• Resource Level - At what scale does the Threat Actor operate? This
attribute values follow the STIX vocabularies [5] to allow compatibil-
ity with STIX Domain Objects (SDOs) that contain the property in the
future. A state-sponsored group will have more success than a lone in-
dividual.

The weighting of the sophistication properties should be tweaked further and
are discussed later in Chapter 6.
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3.4 Mapper
The mapper is the module that fetches the saved mappings from the JSON
database Technique Mappings for a Threat Actor given by the ACT platform.
For each attack step in every affected asset within the technique mappings, an
Asset Override object is initialised to be further processed by the Asset Over-
ride Processor. See Figure 3.2 what the data structure looks like for each asset
within a technique mapping. The Tag entry is the shared between all Asset-
Override objects initialised for this specific asset within the technique.

Figure 3.2: Asset Override mapping structure

• Type - Denotes the affected assets e.g. [WebBrowser, WebServer]. This
may be empty if the asset type does not matter.

• connectedTo - If the type doesn’t matter, but the asset has to be con-
nected to another asset of certain type e.g [Windows, Linux] hosts, then
the types of the connected assets are included here. The different asso-
ciations for each asset can be found at [15].

• Defenses - Defenses contains the valid and invalid defenses for the tech-
nique following the Defenses step in the technique mapping procedure.

• Alpha - Is added to denote that Threat Actor capabilities will reduce the
TTC of the attack step.

• Epsilon - Denotes a general technique-specific improvement for any Threat
Actor utilizing the technique (see the Scaling-step from Section 3.2). It
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can be used in different ways. For example by applying it where the tech-
nique requires the Threat Actor to have a certain skill to use it, but the
technique generally does not scale with the Threat Actor’s α-factor. It
can also be used if the Threat Actor should not gain full advantage of α,
then its effect can be reduced by adding an ε value on top of it. Lastly, it
is applicable on highly situational techniques (see Section 4.2.9), where
a slight improvement is set, so that the Threat Actors utilizing the tech-
nique gains some advantage compared to those who do not. Section
3.5.1 shows how ε is applied to the probabilistic distribution of an at-
tack step.

3.5 Asset Override Processor
The Asset Override Processor is the heart of the developed tool where the
technique mappings and Threat Actor capabilities are processed. It accepts
our securiCAD model in XML format stored in a .eom file, the AssetOverride
objects and the Threat Actor’s Alpha-factor. For every A.O. object, it will
fetch all the affected assets by using the platform-specific tags and evaluate if
the Threat Actor would be more efficient than the current set distribution for
the asset’s attack step.

This is done by first setting the maximum defense permutation by bitmask-
ing the set defenses for the asset, with the valid and invalid defenses of the
technique. For example, deploying an exploit on a host (Host.DeployExploit)
has three defenses: Access Control (AC), Data Execution Prevention (DEP)
and Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR). Let us say that all three
are activated forming the defense permutation 111. Now imagine a technique
that can bypass both AC and ASLR but not DEP, this gives the technique a
defenses permutation of 010. We now bitmask both the asset’s defenses and
the technique’s defenses through an AND gate and receive the final defense
permutation 010. This is the sequence of defenses that we will use in the truth
table of Host.DeployExploit to receive a default cumulative distribution func-
tion. It is this distribution to which we apply any potential technique-specific
improvement or Alpha-factor.

If this tweaked distribution is faster than the current one set on the asset, the
asset’s local TTC distribution is overwritten by the newly tweaked one. This
results in a modified model, where our Attacker Profile has been integrated by
overriding the local TTC values for each affected asset, based on Threat Actor
techniques and capabilities.
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3.5.1 Technical Implementation
See Equations 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 below as to how each distribution is processed
with respect to any potential Threat Actor capabilities and technique-specific
improvements.

Prerequisites:

Parameter Symbol
Alpha Factor α

Epsilon ε

Shape k
Scale θ

Probability p

Mean M

Table 3.4: Parameters and symbols

Ω(k, θ) ∈ {gamma(k, θ), lognormal(k, θ), pareto(k, θ)}

ε∗ ∈ [0, 1]

ψ ∈ [Add, Subtract,Divide,Multiply]

New distribution assignment: input(defense_distribution, α, ε)

new_Ω(k, θ) = Ω(k, θ × (α ψ ε)) (3.2)

k, θ ∈ (0,∞)

new_bernoulli(p) = bernoulli(p× (1 + (α ψ ε)) (3.3)

p ∈ [0, 1]

new_exponential(M) = exponential(M × (α ψ ε)) (3.4)

M ∈ [0,∞)

∗In case the technique affects the TTC independent of Threat Actors
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3.6 Pseudocode
In the pseudocode of Algorithm 1 we find the general implementation of the
entire Attacker Profile tool.

Data: ACT Threat Actor (TA)
Result: securiCAD Model with integrated Attacker Profile
initialization
techniques← ACT
for t ∈ techniques do

t→ attack_steps→ A.O objects
end
sophistication_properties← CTI
δ ←

∑
sophistication_properties

α←alpha(δ)
for A.O do

for attack_step ∈ A.O do
defense_permutation← AND(asset_defenses,
technique_defenses)
default← attack_step.get(defense_permutation)
attack_step.distribution←
calculate_new_dist(default,α, attack_step.ε)

end
end

Algorithm 1: Attacker Profile generation
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Test Suite

Chapter 4 introduces the test Threat Actor used to generate an Attacker Profile
from, namely APT38, and presents how the mapping procedure was applied
to APT38’s commonly used techniques.

4.1 Threat Actor - APT38
The threat actor that was chosen to be evaluated was APT38. They are believed
to be a state-sponsored North Korean group, having some significant overlap
with Lazarus Group. This overlap have researchers believe that they are the
same. Being state sponsored would imply that their resources come from their
country’s regime. Financial institutions have been among the most targeted
sector for APT38, spanning over thirteen different countries, dating back to
2014. Between 2016 and 2018, they were involved in at least nine separate
attacks against banks. This is regarded as a very high number of campaigns to
undergo concurrently, even for a large group, demonstrating their vast amount
of time and resources that can be put into each campaign. Their strategy has
been to maintain access to the systems over a longer period, which requires
extensive planning, to steal large sums of money for the regime. Most of their
tools are custom made, and they are highly capable of developing these them-
selves. However, they are known to buy many exploits from the dark web, as
the return on investments is very large when accomplishing their campaigns.
A consequence of this is that it is difficult for anti-malware to recognise them.
Some of the tools are even able to destroy the host after exfiltration, making
it difficult to perform forensic analysis for CTI [25, 13]. As they are capable
of developing zero-day exploits, the zero-day related attack steps within the

27
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Tactic [28] Technique
Initial Access Drive-by Compromise
Execution Command-Line interface
Privilege
Escalation None

Defence
Evasion File Deletion, Indicator Removal On Host, Modify

Registry, Software Packing
Credential
Access Input Capture

Lateral
Movement Remote File Copy

Table 4.1: In Scope Techniques for APT38

technique mappings will be applied.

Table 4.1 lists the confirmed techniques used byAPT38 according toATT&CK
[25]. Their Initial Access attack vector is generally obtained via so called wa-
tering holes placed on websites that the targeted organization have reasons to
visit regularly. However, according to FireEye [13], the common out-of-date
Apache Struts 2 vulnerability on Linux servers have been exploited by APT38
as well. Even though many users within the organization might visit the in-
fected website where the watering hole is deployed, they usually target and
use accounts with high permissions, to further their access within the envi-
ronment without requiring Privilege Escalation techniques. However, two of
their tools, Mimikatz and SORRYBRUTE can accomplish that, should it be re-
quired. Their understanding of the network environment is paramount, as they
need to ensure successful deployment of tools. To ensure successful deploy-
ment, numerous software packing tools are utilised to evade being detected
by the anti-malware software. This is supported by the fact that at least nine
out of their custom malware are packers. When having established a foothold
in the environment, they remain there for a long time gathering information.
Forensic analysis has shown them to stay between 155 up to 678 days during
one campaign. They evade detection by, among others, mimicking file naming
conventions of the targeted system and deleting logs using non-public malware
[13].

When the goal of the campaign is achieved, APT38 is not shy of creating total
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destruction. Instead of just deleting artefacts of existence, they utilise disk-
wiping malware. This will not only cover their tracks but render the hosts in-
operable, affecting the entire organisation network. In one case, over ten thou-
sand devices were wiped of a bank, resulting in a complete outage [13].

4.1.1 Alpha Factor

Code/Tools Developed
Copied 0
Modified 1
In-house 2

If In-house development:
Actively maintained code

False 0
True 1

Uses complex Components False 0
True 1

Familiar with Victims False 0
True 1

Heavy Reconnaissance
Effort

False 0
True 1

Familiar with Victim’s Systems False 0
True 1

Consistent Operator Practices False 0
True 1

Operational Tempo
Low 0

Medium 1
High 2

Resource Level

Individual,
Club,
Contest

0

Team 1
Organization 2
Government 3

Table 4.2: APT38’s sophistication properties

Assigning the sophistication properties defined in section 3.5, we get the fol-
lowing result in Table 4.2.

δ =
∑

Sophistication_properties = 13
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α(δ) = 0.5
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4.2 Technique Mappings
The following technique mappings follows the procedure established in Sec-
tion 3.2.

4.2.1 Drive-by Compromise
A Drive-by compromise is a technique used to gain access to a system as a
result of a user visiting a malicious website through regular browsing. The
browser and its plugins are usually targeted to exploit by finding weaknesses
in them. The targeted website can be a legitimate one that has been infected
with JavaScript, iframe redirects and/or XSS, but can also be contained in the
advertisement windows. Often the attacks are targeted against specific organi-
zations, industries, regions, etc. forming a so-called watering hole attack, also
known as strategic web compromise. When a user visits the infected web-
site, scripts usually look for vulnerable versions of any plugins installed and
the web-browser itself. If a vulnerability is found, the exploit is sent to the
web-browser and if successful, the Threat Actor will have established code
execution on the user’s system if bypassing defenses, often through a reverse
shell [27].

Affected Attack Steps
Client.DeployExploit

connectedTo: WebBrowser (of asset type: SoftwareProduct. See Figure 4.1)

Figure 4.1: Associations for Client.DeployExploit using Drive-by Compromise

Upon finding a vulnerability, the exploit is delivered to the web-browser. If the
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deployment is successful, the adversary will have established code execution
on the user’s system, usually through a reverse shell.

There are two defenses available to Client.DeployExploit; Data Execution Pre-
vention (memory regions guarded as non-executable) and Address Space Lay-
out Randomization (randomizing the virtual address space to prevent mem-
ory corruption exploits) on the client’s connected host (see Figure 4.1). Web-
browsers and plugins are typically written in a low-level language like C and
C++, whichmakes them prone to buffer overflows if there is insufficient bounds
checking. ASLR is thereby a valid defense for this client type and should not
be disregarded as mitigation with respect to drive-by compromises.

As Threat Actors who utilize Drive-by Compromise techniques are mostly
state-sponsored groups that employ watering hole attacks, it is assumed that
the ones who use this technique are generally very good at completing this
attack step. It will however be their individual skill that determines how fast the
exploit may be deployed. We therefore let the probability distribution depend
on Threat Actor sophistication.

Distribution: ∀DEP∈{0,1},ASLR∈{0,1} =⇒ exponential(default×α)
The expression abovemeans that for every entry in the truth table of Client.DeployExploit,
the α should be multiplied to it. Namely the expression above would yield the
truth table:

DEP ASLR TTC
0 0 exponential(default*α)
1 0 exponential(default*α)
0 1 exponential(default*α)
1 1 exponential(default*α)

Moving forward, many distributions will be written in the simplified expres-
sion format instead of the full truth table.

Service.DeployExploit

connectedTo: WebServer (of asset type: SoftwareProduct. See Figure 4.2)

A webserver could be targeted to serve compromised websites upon request,
e.g. sites with stored XSS.

It is unclear on which OSI-layer the attacker focuses on when targeting web
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Figure 4.2: Associations for Service.DeployExploit using Drive-by Compromise

servers, so it is assumed to be the data layer, which handles the storage of web-
sites, where the website itself has been injected with malicious code. Direct
access with correct privileges to the web-server will make code injection fairly
easy for the attacker, but there are defenses on the host that may make this task
more difficult. Similarly to Client.DeployExploit, the defenses are placed on
the connected Host (see Figure 4.2), which are AC, DEP and ASLR. AC and
DEP will always delay the attacker and ASLR will matter if the underlying
code of the service is prone to buffer overflows, hence controlled by the Soft-
wareProduct’s defense safe language. The capabilities of the Threat Actor is
assumed to gain the same advantage as deploying exploits on a client.

Distribution: ∀AC∈{0,1},DEP∈{0,1},ASLR∈{0,1} =⇒ exponential(default×α)

SoftwareProduct.DevelopExploitForPublicPatchableVulnerability

Tag: [WebBrowser, WebServer]

Figure 4.3: SP.DevelopExploitForPublicPatchableVulnerability using Drive-by Com-
promise

Most Threat Actors utilise custom made malware that is capable of delivering
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exploits to the victims. Given that they can develop sophisticated malware,
developing an exploit for a particular known vulnerability should be a minor
obstacle. Depending on Threat Actor skill and resources, development time
and success will differ.

The two defenses Secret Source and Secret Binary will make the attack step
more difficult for the adversary (see Figure 4.3). If both are set, then the
Threat Actor cannot do anything, regardless of its capabilities. However, the
Threat Actor’s α is believed to have an effect when only one of them is set or
none.

SB SS TTC
0 0 Min(gamma(default,default×α),gamma(default,default×α)
1 0 Min(gamma(default,default×α),default)
0 1 Min(default, gamma(default,default ×α))
1 1 default

SoftwareProduct.DevelopExploitForPublicUnPatchableVulnerability

The reasoning follows from DevelopExploitForPublicPatchableVulnerability.
Meaning, the same defenses are valid and its truth table will have α applied in
the same manner.

SoftwareProduct.DevelopZeroDay

Tag: [WebBrowser, WebServer]

Threat Actors that utilize Drive-by Compromise techniques are among the
state-sponsored set of adversaries, meaning they have the required resources
to develop their own zero-day exploits or just buy them off the dark web [49].
There are known events where zero-day exploits have been used in conjunc-
tion with Drive-by compromise, but we cannot make a generalised assump-
tion based on those few confirmed cases. Instead, the distribution will only be
affected by the α-factor if and only if the Threat Actor is capable of develop-
ing Zero Days, as discussed in Section 3.3. All the defenses are valid in this
case, namely if the code has been scrutinized (SC) to detect vulnerabilities,
the source code is secret (SS), if a safe programming language has been used
(SL) and if static code analysis has been conducted (SCA).
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Distribution: ∀SC,SS,SL,SCA∈{0,1} =⇒ gamma(default, default × α) : de-
fault

SoftwareProduct.FindExploitForPublicPatchableVulnerability

Tag: [WebBrowser, WebServer]

If an adversary is looking for vulnerabilities in the software, they are most
likely capable of finding known exploits for them through vulnerability databases
among others, as this is their entry point to the targeted organization. Espe-
cially as the larger Threat Actors are known to buy exploits from the dark
web [49]. This is one of the more important stages for the Threat Actor when
utilising Drive-by Compromise techniques, as it will eventually allow lateral
movement. We thereby set a general improvement for the distributions for any
Threat Actor utilising this technique, as the technique itself requires a certain
skill level to use with meticulous planning. These Threat Actors know what
they are looking for, especially when targeting specific vulnerabilities. These
assumptions are interpreted as a 20% general improvement. Both ViaPatch-
ableVulnerability and ViaUnpatchableVulnerability belong to this attack step.
Meaning there are two options of finding an exploit for a public patchable vul-
nerability.

ViaPatchableVulnerability:

Case TTC
Client/Service gamma(default, default×0.80)
Host gamma(default, default)

The ε value (0.8) should be seen as a 20% reduction on the parameter. Why the
value is not applied to hosts in this technique is because drive-by compromises
are focused on webbrowser clients or webserver services.

ViaUnpatchableVulnerability:

Case Bernoulli TTC(True) TTC(False)
Client/Service default×1.2 exp(default×0.8) ∞
Host default exp(default) ∞

Capping Bernoulli at 0.99 because realistically, no operation is guaranteed,
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leaving some room for failure. Every Bernoulli mapping will follow this same
assumption throughout this chapter.

Only applying the improvements on Clients/Services follows the same reason-
ing as ViaPatchableVulnerability.

SoftwareProduct.FindExploitForPublicUnPatchableVulnerability

The reasoning follows fromFindExploitForPublicPatchableVulnerability.

Case Bernoulli TTC(True) TTC(False)
Client/Service default×1.2 pareto(default,default×0.8) ∞
Host default pareto(default,default) ∞

SoftwareProduct.FindPublicPatchableVulnerability

Tag: [WebBrowser, WebServer]

An adversary targets a user’s web-browser for exploitation through compro-
mised websites. These sites usually contain scripts that will search for versions
of the browser and its plugins that are known to be vulnerable. In the case of a
web-server, the adversary would look for vulnerabilities related to the utilized
framework.

The TTC of this attack step is determined by a Bernoulli sample on both
client/service and host-based attacks. Meaning, there will be different dis-
tributions if the sample returns 1 (true) compared to 0 (false). In this case, it
samples the outcome of actually running a vulnerability scanner.

Threat Actors utilizing this technique are assumed to have no troubles running
a vulnerability scan to find public vulnerabilities given how important it is to
find vulnerabilities for drive-by compromises. It does not require any specific
capabilities to run a vulnerability scanner, but finding a vulnerability will de-
pend on the scanner. If a vulnerability has been publicly disclosed, they will
most likely find it in the targeted system. Therefore, we set a general improve-
ment of 20% succeeding to run a scanner to account for the overall resources of
Threat Actors utilizing this technique, and an α of actually finding one.

Once again, hosts are ignored due to the targets of the Drive-by Compromise
technique.
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Case Bernoulli TTC(True) TTC(False)
Client/Service default×1.2 exponential(default×α) ∞
Host default gamma(default, default) ∞

SoftwareProduct.FindPublicUnPatchableVulnerability

The reasoning follows from FindPublicPatchableVulnerability, but the truth
table is slightly different.

Case Bernoulli TTC(True) TTC(False)
Client/Service default×(1.2) gamma(default, default×α) ∞
Host default lognormal(default, default) ∞

WebApplication.DiscoverNewVulnerability

If the web browser or the plugins themselves are not targeted to exploit, the
web-application itself may be injected with code, e.g. stored XSS, SQL injec-
tion, remote file inclusions and so on. The adversary may look for vulnerable
input fields, broken authentication services, and other common web applica-
tion vulnerabilities that allow them to deploy a malicious payload.

None of the current defenses: Typesafe API (API), Security aware developers
(SA), Black-box testing (BB) or Source code analysis (AN) can be completely
bypassed by the nature of the technique, allowing us to place an override on
every defense permutation. This attack step is believed to be determined solely
by Threat Actor capabilities in web hacking.

Distribution: ∀API,SA,BB,AN∈{0,1} =⇒ gamma(default, default× α)
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4.2.2 Command-Line Interface
Command-Line Interfaces (CLI) allows an adversary to communicate with a
computer system through commands. Examples of these are cmd, terminal,
PowerShell, etc. These commands allow one to complete tasks and even ex-
ecute software/scripts. A CLI can be established both locally and remotely
through reverse shell sessions and remote desktop applications [26].

All of these following attack steps are logic based and requires no tweaking.
They will therefore not affect the overall outcome of the simulation, but are
merely mentioned to describe the nature of the technique and which attack
steps they should affect following the procedure, should they be probability
based instead. Every logic based attack step where this reasoning holds is
marked with a (Logic step) next to the attack step name.

4.2.3 Affected Attack Steps
Service.Connect (Logic step)

Some adversaries manage to establish command-line tunnellers to gain shell
access to a target machine. This may be a result of an exploit delivered through
an Initial Access technique. Many of the known deployed exploits and/or tools
can launch a reverse shell on the compromised system, usually via a backdoor
that is opened by the malicious software. This would allow the adversary to
connect without any privileges. In securiCAD this is a logic based attack step,
meaning we need not tweak it in the Attacker Profile.

Service.NonRootShellLogin (Logic step)

The adversary may connect to a CLI through legitimate means that might not
set off an IDS. Namely, provide user credentials to the access control of the
CLI. The credentials can be obtained through techniques within theCredential
Access tactic. The Threat Actor will run commands on the shell service with
the same permission level as the CLI-process was assigned when establishing
the connection. I.e. depending on which credentials the adversary had access
to when interacting with the AC, it may or may not have root access. This is a
logic based attack step in securiCAD.

Service.RootShellLogin (Logic step)

Reasoning follows from Service.NonRootShellLogin.
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4.2.4 File Deletion
The technique File Deletion fall under the Defence Evasion tactic. Meaning,
as part of the cleanup process after having deployed malware, tools and other
non-native files that helped the Threat Actor move through the network and
how this went about, is removed [35].

As this technique falls into the Defence Evasion tactic, attack steps that deny
services to clients, dataflows, hosts, services, etc. due to essential files being
deleted/overwritten are discarded. This behaviour falls into the Impact tac-
tic, which is out of scope, with techniques such as Data Destruction or Disk
Structure Wipe. The goal of File Deletion is to remove every trace of the
Threat Actors existence, so that they can repeat their campaigns in the future,
without raising any flags. Crashing the system will definitely let the adminis-
trators know their network has been compromised. It is, however, debatable
to include such attack steps, as the possibility of deleting separate files that do
not necessarily belong to the malware is, in theory, possible. However, to fol-
low the structure in ATT&CK [28], the mappings of this technique will only
consider Defence Evasion related attack steps.

Affected Attack Steps
Datastore.Delete (Logic step)

Datastores connected to the host represents its filesystem, where most of the
Threat Actor’s files and other evidence will be contained. This is the core of
the File Deletion technique and even though this is a logical attack step, de-
pending on other assets being compromised, it is worth emphasising.

Datastore.Write (Logic step)

If an adversary can delete files, it is also safe to say that they can write to files,
overwriting its contents. This too is a logical step, following the same reason-
ing as Datastore.Delete.

Client.BypassAntiMalware

The attack step includes the possibility to bypass the Anti-malware placed on
the client’s host (see Figure 4.4). The malware could be delivered via a client.
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The distribution reasoning behind thismapping follows fromHost.BypassAntiMalware
further down.

Figure 4.4: Associations for Client.BypassAntiMalware

Client.BypassIDS

The attack step includes the possibility of bypassing an IDS on the client’s host
(see Figure 4.5). The reasoning follows Host.BypassIDS further down.

Figure 4.5: Associations for Client.BypassIDS
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Host.BypassAntiMalware

Tag: <Any OS> (see Figure 4.6)

Figure 4.6: Visual overview of Host.BypassAntiMalware

If traces from the malware are successfully deleted during the Threat Actors
cleanup process, then the malware should most likely be able to run another
time it is deployed without the anti-malware detecting it, as it does not know
what to look for. The only way to detect the malware is to flag events such as
DEL and other command-line functions.

The default values are already very high for this attack step, but it is increased
as defence evasion is paramount for a successful attack campaign. Meaning
they have to be extremely good at this task, and will most likely put the proper
resources at it to ensure success. We cannot set it to 100% though, as mali-
cious behavior is still possible to monitor, i.e. make command-line functions
forbidden.

Case Bernoulli TTC(True) TTC(False)
AntiMalware Disabled 1 0 ∞
AntiMalware Enabled 0.97 0 ∞

Host.BypassIDS

Tag: <Any OS>

This attack step defines a successful bypass of the IDS via an exploit or USB
port. For this technique, having physical access to aUSB port will be discarded
as this is dependent on the Threat Actor’s strategy, not generalized to File
Deletion. If the adversary does not change any existing system files, that might
trigger the hIDS (host IDS), successfully removing every trace that can be
connected to the Threat Actor should allow for bypassing the IDS without a
problem in the future.
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Figure 4.7: Associations for Host.BypassIDS

There are three defenses for this attack step. Namely; The actual presence of an
IDS on the host (hIDS) (see Figure 4.7), if it is Tuned and Updated. A Threat
Actors capabilities and knowing what behavior to avoid, to prevent setting off
the IDS, will affect the TTC distribution. This can be seen in the complexity
of their malware.

Distribution: ∀hIDS=1,Tuned & Updated∈{0,1} =⇒ exponential(default × α)

Service.BypassAntiMalware

Delivering the malware via a service, e.g. shell services will go through the
same anti-malware software (see Figure 4.8). The reasoning followsHost.BypassAntiMalware.

Figure 4.8: Associations for Service.BypassAntiMalware
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Service.BypassIDS

The attack step includes the possibility of bypassing an IDS on the service’s
host (see Figure 4.9). The reasoning therefore follows Host.BypassIDS.

Figure 4.9: Associations for Service.BypassIDS
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4.2.5 Indicator Removal on Host
Similarly to File Deletion, Indicator Removal on host is the process of a Threat
Actor removing its evidence of presence within the system. This includes ar-
tifacts, logs such as bash history, and captured files like quarantined malware
that was suspected of being malicious [29].

Affected Attack Steps
Client.BypassAntiMalware

connectedTo: <Any OS>

The attack step includes the possibility to bypass the Anti-malware placed on
the client’s host. The malware could be delivered via a client. The reasoning
behind this mapping follows from Host.BypassAntiMalware further down.

Client.BypassIDS

connectedTo: <Any OS>

The attack step includes the possibility of bypassing an IDS on the service’s
host. The reasoning therefore follows Host.BypassIDS further down.

Host.BypassAntiMalware

Tag: <Any OS>

If traces from the Threat Actor’s malware related files are successfully deleted
during the Threat Actors cleanup process, then it should not be detected by the
anti-malware software, as it has not flagged its signature as malicious.

The same distribution reasoning as in File Deletion is used here as well as
every other technique that may map to Host.BypassAntimalware. Currently,
multiple techniques that map to the same attack steps gives no added effect as
mentioned in Section 3.2. This will be discussed later in Chapter 6.1.

Case Bernoulli TTC(True) TTC(False)
AntiMalware Disabled 1 0 ∞
AntiMalware Enabled 0.97 0 ∞
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Host.BypassIDS

Tag: <Any OS>

This attack step defines a successful bypass of the IDS via an exploit or USB
port. For this technique, having physical access to aUSB port will be discarded
as this is dependent on the Threat Actor’s strategy, not generalized to Indicator
Removal on Host. If the adversary does not change any existing system files
or certain logs, that might trigger the hIDS, successfully removing every trace
that can be connected to the Threat Actor should allow for bypassing the IDS
without a problem in the future.

Like the BypassAntiMalware attack step, the same reasoning holds here as
the BypassIDS mapping in the File Deletion technique, no additional added
effects.

Distribution: ∀hIDS=1,Tuned & Updated∈{0,1} =⇒ exponential(default×α)

Service.BypassAntiMalware

Delivering the malware via a service, e.g. shell services will go through the
same anti-malware software. The reasoning followsHost.BypassAntiMalware.

Service.BypassIDS

The attack step includes the possibility of bypassing an IDS on the service’s
host. The reasoning therefore follows Host.BypassIDS.
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4.2.6 Modify Registry
Modifying the registry is a technique adopted by adversaries to hide config-
uration information within the Windows Registry keys, or removing artefacts
from the Threat Actor, among others. The adversary may use the command-
line utility Reg for local or remote modifications or simply utilise theWindows
API [31].

Affected Attack Steps
Client.BypassAntiMalware

connectedTo: Windows

The attack step includes the possibility to bypass the Anti-malware placed on
the client’s host. The malware could be delivered via a client (see Figure 4.10).
The reasoning behind this mapping follows from Host.BypassAntiMalware
further down.

Figure 4.10: Associations for Client.BypassAntiMalware using Modify Registry

Client.BypassIDS

connectedTo: Windows

The attack step includes the possibility of bypassing an IDS on the service’s
host (see Figure 4.11). The reasoning therefore follows Host.BypassIDS fur-
ther down.
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Figure 4.11: Associations for Client.BypassIDS using Modify Registry

Host.BypassAntiMalware

Tag: Windows

The Threat Actor might adjust the registry to remove evidence of itself or
to hide keys which conceals malicious payloads from the anti-malware soft-
ware.

The default values are already very high for this attack step. Even though the
anti-malware might not be able to scan for the malicious program’s signature,
which should set the success rate of bypassing the anti-malware to 100%, other
rules might trigger an alarm.

Case Bernoulli TTC(True) TTC(False)
AntiMalware Disabled 1 0 ∞
AntiMalware Enabled 0.97 0 ∞

Host.BypassIDS

Tag: Windows (see Figure 4.12)

Like most other Defence Evasion tactics, it is possible for the adversary to
bypass the IDS if there is no evidence to set up alarm events on. It is also
possible to modify the registry to obtain user credentials, allowing a Threat
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Figure 4.12: Associations for Host.BypassIDS using Modify Registry

Actor to legitimately log into the system. One should also remember that as
modifications of the registry are nothing odd during normal use of the OS,
detecting malicious behaviour via the registry requires extra rules to be set up.
Therefore both defenses Tuned and Updated might prevent the adversary to
successfully complete the attack step.

Like Indicator Removal on Host, most of the Threat Actors malware have the
ability to complete the Defence Evasion tasks it needs to do. The more sophis-
ticated the malware is, the better the chances it should have at completing the
task without being caught. In this case, modifying the registry.

Distribution: ∀hIDS=1,Tuned & Updated∈{0,1} =⇒ exponential(default×α)

Host.ExploitMisconfiguration (Logic Step)

Tag: Windows

Proper permissions should be set for a user to be able to modify registry keys
for system components. If rules are not set, an adversary can utilise this
through e.g. the Windows API. This is a logic based attack step.

Service.BypassAntiMalware

connectedTo: Windows

Delivering the malware via a service, e.g. shell services will go through
the same anti-malware software (see Figure 4.13). The reasoning follows
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Host.BypassAntiMalware.

Figure 4.13: Associations for Service.BypassAntiMalware using Modify Registry

Service.BypassIDS

connectedTo: Windows

The attack step includes the possibility of bypassing an IDS on the service’s
host (see Figure 4.14). The reasoning therefore followsHost.BypassIDS.

Figure 4.14: Associations for Service.BypassIDS using Modify Registry
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4.2.7 Software Packing
Software packing is another Defence Evasion tactic used to change the file
signature of a software by compressing and/or encrypting its executable. The
adversary can create their own tools to pack the software or use existing ones
which might cause detection, or chain several ones together for better success.
This technique is used to bypass signature-based detection [33].

Affected Attack Steps
Client.BypassAntiMalware

connectedTo: [macOS, Windows] [33]

The attack step includes the possibility to bypass the Anti-malware placed on
the client’s host. The malware could be delivered via a client. The reasoning
behind this mapping follows from Host.BypassAntiMalware.

Host.BypassAntiMalware

Tag: [macOS, Windows] [33]

Packing the software, meaning giving it a new unknown signature, might pre-
vent the anti-malware program from flagging it as malicious. If the packing
tools are sophisticated enough, it might even disguise itself as another legiti-
mate software.

As the software gains an entirely new signature, the Bernoulli variable is in-
creased to 0.97, leaving a 3% chance to not pass unnoticed, assuming there are
other rules than signature-based ones, e.g white-listing applications.

Case Bernoulli TTC(True) TTC(False)
AntiMalware Disabled 1 0 ∞
AntiMalware Enabled 0.97 0 ∞

Service.BypassAntiMalware

connectedTo: [macOS, Windows] [33]

Delivering the malware via a service, e.g. shell services will go through the
same anti-malware software. The reasoning followsHost.BypassAntiMalware.
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4.2.8 Input Capture
Input Capture involves the adversary being able to capture what the user types
and submits. Often this technique is utilised to obtain user credentials, where
keyloggers are commonly used. They can come in many forms such as registry
modifications, installation of drivers, hooks and polling to captured keystrokes
[30].

Affected Attack Steps
DataFlow.Capture (Logic Step)

The adversary intercepts the input of the user, either through keylogging or in-
put interception. This means that whatever data the user enters, the adversary
will see it. Naturally, this requires the host to be compromised to which the
DataFlow is connected to so that the Threat Actor can access the DataFlow.
However, this makes the attack step logic based, instead of based on a proba-
bility distribution.
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4.2.9 Remote File Copy
Remote File Copy is a technique used in lateral movement that may alter ex-
isting files, allow the adversary to obtain sensitive information, or install new
malware on a system. This is often done through protocols such as ftp, scp,
rsync, smb and sftp[32].

Affected Attack Steps
AccessControl.ExtractPasswordRepository (Logic Step)

The adversary may extract files connected to the AccessControl’s password
information. This may be secret keys, hashing algorithms, credential tables,
etc. Any information gathered is one step closer traversing to the next asset in
the network.

Datastore.Read|Write|Delete (Logic Step)

TheDataStore includes logical attack steps which are dependent on other com-
promised assets in the network to succeed. However deleting, reading and
overwriting files from a DataStore is the core of the attack step and worth
keeping in mind so that it isn’t neglected, as sensitive data may be leaked or
destroyed.

Host.DeployExploit

Tag: <Any OS>

Existing service and client files may be copied, modified with malicious con-
tent and then copied back to the host and execute it using other techniques such
as Command-Line Interface, or simply wait for a user to start the process. It is
also very common that existing malware that the Threat Actor has managed to
deploy earlier is capable of downloading additional malicious files and install
them.

In the case of a running existing malware on the host, ASLR and AC are not
included defenses. Because the malware can bypass the AC as it is already a
running process and it has full control over the run-time addresses of pointers.
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Data Execution Prevention (DEP) might still delay the adversary as the kernel
can still protect certain memory regions. However, a running malware means
that there is an Initial Access or Execution technique prerequisite before this
technique can be utilised with these assumptions.

This would give the distribution table of:

AC DEP ASLR TTC
- 0 - default×α
- 1 - default×α

Observe that the case mentioned above is somewhat minor in the context of
deploying exploits as it is highly situational. Meaning, there is only one out
of every X hosts which will have an existing malware installed. It would,
therefore, not be entirely correct to tweak the attack step on every host with
the truth table seen above.

We need to handle these minor techniques differently, which is discussed in
Chapter 6.1. For now, it is enough to know that we set a minor technique based
improvement of 10% for this attack step where every defense is valid instead.
This way the Threat Actor gains an advantage of utilizing Remote File Copy
to deploy exploits through e.g. a CLI, but will not create an unreasonable bias
by assuming that every host has an existing malware installed. This results in
the final distributions:

∀AC∈{0,1},DEP∈{0,1},ASLR∈{0,1} =⇒ exponential(default×0.9)



Chapter 5

Simulated Results

This chapter will show three simulation results comparing the standard securi-
CAD pentester with the generated Attacker Profile of APT38.

5.1 Model
The adopted test model utilised throughout the thesis, which compared the
standard securiCAD pentester against the applied Attacker Profile was the
SCADA Reference Architecture [14] (segrid model) which can be seen in Fig-
ure 5.1. This model was developed during the SEGRID[44] research project,
where securiCAD was utilised for assessing the vulnerabilities against cyber-
attacks in smart grid use cases for distributed renewable energy. It is an exten-
sive model consisting of several systems and suppliers, controlled by operators
on a centralized system. This example model describes a real-world scenario
well and adds complexity to our simulations when evaluating the result of our
different Attacker Profiles which makes it a good choice.

Throughout themodel, the required tags have been added to the affected assets.
Namely, the ones that were seen through the technique mappings in Chapter
4.2. This meant WebServer and WebBrowser tags were added to the affected
SoftwareProduct assets, and the OS tags Linux, Windows and macOS to the
corresponding Host and SoftwareProduct assets.

54
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Figure 5.1: The SCADA Reference Architecture (segrid model)

5.2 Compromising a Public WebServer
The different systems in the segrid model are connected to each other both
directly and via a public internet. Within the public internet, you have public
web servers which serves websites to clients and services requesting them.
Choosing to infect a public webserver with a malicious payload will result in
everyone requesting that particular site receiving a compromised version of it
in return. This is beneficial for the Threat Actor if the site’s certificate is trusted
and commonly visited by the intended target organisation, as no IDS will have
blacklisted the domain. The Threat Actor can thereby gain a foothold into the
network without actively initiating contact with the victim. APT38 uses drive-
by compromise techniques to gain an initial foothold in a target organisation’s
network, where infecting a public web server is a common approach. This
makes the attack step of interest for any successful campaign.
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securiCAD standard
The Attack path is as one would expect in Figure 5.2. Once a connection to
the web server is established, the adversary can either gain direct access with
credentials, or utilise an exploit, obfuscate the malware to bypass defenses
and infect the server with it. However, as seen in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1, the
standard securiCAD pentester is not very successful with this attack vector,
albeit still the fastest route.

Figure 5.2: Standard Attack Vector for Compromising a Public WebServer

Figure 5.3: Standard TTC for Compromising a Public WebServer
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TTC (Days) Success Rate (%) Success Rate (%) TTC (Days)
10 7 5 8
20 13 50 100
50 21 95 100

Table 5.1: Key values in Figure 5.3

Applying Threat Actor Profile
The fastest attack vectors for APT38 (see Figure 5.4) are identical to the ones
of the standard pentester for APT38, although the TTC is significantly faster
for APT38 (see Table 5.2 and Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.4: APT38’s Attack Vector for Compromising a Public WebServer

TTC (Days) Success Rate (%) Success Rate (%) TTC (Days)
10 16 5 6
20 37 50 31
50 64 95 100

Table 5.2: Key values in Figure 5.5
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Figure 5.5: APT38’s TTC for Compromising a Public WebServer

Comments
It is not surprising that this attack step should be achieved by APT38 within a
relatively short time span, but more importantly with high success rate. Water-
ing hole attacks is the approach the group adopts to obtain an initial foothold
within the target organisation, making this attack step a prerequisite to launch-
ing any campaign.
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5.3 Compromising aDSO_OfficeComputer
The DSO_OfficeNetwork within the segrid model is the zone where staff not
working with the process of the smart grid operates. Most importantly for
the attacker, it contains office computers that may belong to any employee.
This means that they do not necessarily have to be security-aware people and
may fall victim to e.g. phishing attacks easily or other social engineering at-
tacks. An adversary can exploit this and gain access to the host, ideally on
users with already high privileges, and further their traversal towards their
end goal.

securiCAD standard

Figure 5.6: Standard Attack Vector for Compromising DSO_OfficeComputer

TTC (Days) Success Rate (%) Success Rate (%) TTC (Days)
10 28 5 1
20 35 50 35
50 60 95 100

Table 5.3: Key values in Figure 5.7
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Figure 5.7: Standard TTC for Compromising DSO_OfficeComputer

The standard securiCAD pentester gains initial access to the computer through
malicious emails (see Figure 5.6). If the attempt is successful, the adversary
gains user access to the computer, and begins looking for exploitable vulnera-
bilities on the host and follows up with deploying them. The malware then has
to bypass the IDS and malware on the host via defense evasion techniques be-
fore having reached a compromised state on the office computer. The success
rate can be seen in Figure 5.7 and Table 5.3.

Applying Threat Actor Profile
Even after applying the Threat Actor profile, the most efficient way is still to
opt for an email attack, exploiting the mail server as seen in Figure 5.8. Note
that the vectors are similar, apart from theMailDeamon being further exploited
instead of gaining access to user credentials. The TTC curve can be seen in
Figure 5.9 and key values in Table 5.4.

TTC (Days) Success Rate (%) Success Rate (%) TTC (Days)
10 26 5 1
20 36 50 39
50 59 95 100

Table 5.4: Key values in Figure 5.9
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Figure 5.8: APT38’s Attack Vector for Compromising DSO_OfficeComputer

Figure 5.9: APT38’s TTC for Compromising DSO_OfficeComputer

Comments
Interestingly enough, both attacker profiles opted for the same entry point and
the TTC values remained more or less the same. Note that the APT38 Attacker
Profile has had no explicit improvement set on attack steps related to mail
services and yet it remains the fastest route. This highlights the fact that just
because APT38 are highly capable of gaining initial access through drive-by
compromises, it does not necessarily mean that it is the optimal solution at all
times. It might be a more discrete one, as infecting a legitimate website might
not raise any flags on the IDS compared to an email and is harder to spot. The
downside of drive-by compromises is that the adversary has to wait until their
target visits the infected website, while one can expect a faster response when
an email is received.
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5.4 CompromisingDSO_EngineeringSubnet
After compromising the less important assets like an office computer, the ad-
versary wants to move to a subnet or host that controls important services or
infrastructure. The Engineering zone is where the power system structure is
definedwithin the segridmodel [14]. Compromising this networkwould allow
an adversary to control the power system, which could be motivated by Threat
Actors targeting a country’s essential infrastructure for political reasons.

securiCAD standard
The standard securiCADpentester gains initial access to aDSO_OfficeComputer
by sending a malicious phishing mail as seen in Figure 5.10. The user might
not be aware of social engineering techniques, and end up clicking on a mali-
cious link in the mail and/or downloads malicious documents which appears
legitimate. This action leads to the adversary gaining access to the user’s host,
which is utilised to traverse further into the SCADA network by targeting the
dataflow between the office computer’s browser and the HMI (Human Ma-
chine Interface) server. The goal is to compromise the SCADA network by
exploiting underlying services, which eventually leads to compromising the
DSO_ElementManager host that contains the engineering suite for the subnet.
When this state has been reached, the DSO_EngineeringSubnet may be com-
promised. In Figure 5.11 and key-value Table 5.5 you see that the standard
pentester is fairly successful in this attack step.

TTC (Days) Success Rate (%) Success Rate (%) TTC (Days)
10 17 5 4
20 45 50 24
50 80 95 100

Table 5.5: Key values in Figure 5.11
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Figure 5.10: Standard Attack Vector for Compromising DSO_EngineeringSubnet

Figure 5.11: Standard TTC for Compromising DSO_EngineeringSubnet

Applying Threat Actor Profile
Meanwhile, for APT38, the attack vector (see Figure 5.12) is precisely what
we expect it to be. It begins by initiating a watering hole attack by infecting a
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web server with malicious code, which manages to bypass any IDS and anti-
malware as they have several defense evasion techniques available. This mali-
cious code is stored and is later sent to a user in the DSO_EngineeringSubnet
when requesting the infected site. Once this happens, the malicious code runs,
and the Threat Actor gains user access to the browser. After this, it will either
look for known vulnerabilities or develop a zero-day exploit and deploy it via
the browser to the workstation, and the subnet is thereby compromised. This
accurately represents APT38’s behaviour and as seen in the TTC curve (see
Figure 5.13 and Table 5.6), the success rate grows slightly faster.

Figure 5.12: APT38’s Attack Vector for Compromising DSO_EngineeringSubnet

Figure 5.13: APT38’s TTC for Compromising DSO_EngineeringSubnet
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TTC (Days) Success Rate (%) Success Rate (%) TTC (Days)
10 19 5 5
20 53 50 19
50 91 95 69

Table 5.6: Key values in Figure 5.13

Comments
Even though there are completely different strategies between the two Attacker
Profiles, the difference in TTC is not significantly faster, apart from the 95%
success rate but APT38’s attack vector is much simpler as it only has to com-
promise a single host in the network (apart from the public web server). Notice
however that APT38’s attack vector can be denied simply by not using the web
browser, or at least hardening the security around it better than a regular office
computer, which one would expect.



Chapter 6

Discussion & Conclusion

In this final chapter, thoughts on the results are presented, the limitations of
the solutions are discussed and recommended future work is suggested.

6.1 Discussion
Even though the mapping of techniques is partially a subjective manner, the
common attack vectors of our Attacker Profile, generated by these mappings,
accurately represented APT38’s TTPs. Namely, that watering hole attacks
were often occurring in the critical paths on hosts with access to aweb-browser.
This is extremely positive as an analyst would not have to understand the Threat
Actor APT38, but instead rely on the critical paths generated from the simu-
lation and trust that these are accurate. What this implies is that SOCs and
CSIRTs have a tool that assists them in preventing attacks from known Threat
Actors. With this comes the added benefits presented in Section 1.1. Namely,
economical benefits in preventing the systems from potential attacks and pro-
tection of sensitive data, so that the companies may continue to operate. Most
importantly, this system is another step closer to combating cybercrimes as an-
alysts are one step ahead of the attacker instead of being reactive in the event
of the attack happening. Specifically, it is possible to allow less experienced
security analysts asses the security while experts can dedicate themselves to
threat hunting.

If the procedure is followed for the remaining techniques, I see no reason as to
why other Threat Actors’ Attacker Profile should not represent their TTPs in
the sameway as APT38. Naturally, this hypothesis has to be tested bymapping
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the techniques of some Threat Actors and generate their respective Attacker
Profiles to give a definite answer.

There are however some limitations with the solutions that are discussed in the
remainder of this section.

6.1.1 (Attack Step) β-Distribution
The properties defined in Section 3.5 do not provide information as to which
attack steps the Threat Actor is particularly good at. If an adversary has several
ways of accomplishing an attack step, then the success rate should increase.
This is the issue we introduced in Section 3.2. Namely, how multiple tech-
nique mappings to the same attack step should be handled. One way could be
to use an additive method. Meaning, for every technique the Threat Actor can
utilise to accomplish the attack step, increase the attack steps’ success rate by
an ε value. However, we do not know how good the Threat Actor’s technique
arsenal is compared to the rest. Is for example four techniques to bypass an
anti-malware a lot or insignificant? We would rather want a way where the
Threat Actor’s options are compared to the rest, to reflect their overall capa-
bilities.

The idea to resolve this is to iterate through all Threat Actors, fetch their cor-
responding techniques from ACT and count how many of them map to each
attack step. This will yield a discrete distribution for each attack step, call it
the β-distribution, which we can do statistical analysis on to find the four areas
defined by the three quartiles (25%, 50% and 75%). When we then analyse
a specific adversary, we can include their attack step capability in one of the
quarters based on their technique arsenal. This results in a rough estimate of
how skilled this attacker is compared to other known Threat Actors on the
specific attack step, such as Host.DeployExploit, which, in turn, allows us to
adjust the final distribution with respect to more detailed information about
the Threat Actor.

Quarter Score
A1 0
A2 1
A3 2
A4 3

Table 6.1: Attack Step skill level
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One might argue that simply letting the amount of techniques that map to an
attack step does not directly translate to lower TTC. Because a Threat Actor
might be extremely good at one specific technique with a high probability of
success, which isn’t reflected in this case. However, we needed some way to
account for multiple choices to accomplish the attack step, so this assumption
was made. It can be seen as the number of techniques available to a Threat
Actor reflects their capabilities in being able to choose the right technique
depending on the circumstance, resulting in a higher success rate.

What prevented this design from being implemented immediately was due to
time constraints. The technique to attack steps is a time-consuming task as it
has to be accurate, a task that fell out of scope for this thesis. You cannot really
implement the β distribution until the mapping is complete, as we need data
to do statistical analysis.

6.1.2 Attack Step Mapping
There are many different implementations within a technique, some unique
to a singular Threat Actor. This makes it difficult to generalise the technique
to a set of attack steps. For example, one occasion of a Threat Actor having
utilised a zero-day exploit with the technique might not be enough to map it
to DevelopZeroDay. Interestingly enough, MITRE ATT&CK sub-techniques
[47] is currently in its beta phase, which will restructure the way techniques
are used. It will describe specific implementations of some techniques in more
detail in a sub-technique, which will allow our attack step mappings to be more
accurate. This would, however, require us to reiterate the techniques to make
sure our existing mappings are still valid, as they are heavily influenced by
ATT&CK data. It would nonetheless be the right course of action as many
techniques currently have too many implementations, which makes for an all
too broad or incomplete attack step mapping.

There are a fewways to handle theminor-techniques such asRemote File Copy,
which only covers some cases of an attack step, namely when the asset is in
a specific state. One can simply ignore the mapping as the conditions upon
which it is valid could potentially be so rare that they are considered insignifi-
cant. Another option is by simply giving it a smaller technique based improve-
ment on the attack step, namely an epsilon value like we did with Remote File
Copy. Or, perhaps the best solution is to only count the technique as an option
in the β-distribution for an attack step, without the technique itself defining
TTC improvements. I do believe this best represents that the Threat Actor’s
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capabilities and does not lead to an unjustified bias.

6.1.3 Model Information
The accurate representation of APT38’s TTP in our Attacker Profile would
never be possible wihtout specifying the technique’s targets. Leaving this in-
formation out and just overriding every object on an asset level, e.g. every
host, would give a homogeneous improvement throughout the entire model no
matter the type, which is highly unlikely. Besides, the attack vectors would
most likely be identical to the standard ones but faster in every case, rendering
the Attacker Profile useless.

We need to mention that tagging on the securiCAD side is a requirement when
using this tool. As stated before, some techniques only target specific plat-
forms, some Windows, others Linux etc. While some are too general to target
any specific platform. The issue is that securiCAD does not limit an asset to
a specific platform. Meaning, you do not know if the network contains any
Windows hosts or not. If it does not, the Threat Actor should not be gaining a
lower TTC on the affected attack steps on a non-Windows host, as a result of
Windows-specific techniques. You can however manually add custom tags as
you see fit, such as Type:Windows, to each unique asset and then export the
taggedmodel to temporarily solve this issue. This was the case when enriching
the segrid test model. Ideally, we would like to have some model enrichment
done automatically, for example by adding Common Platform Enumeration
(CPE) tags [39] to the assets, so that anyone can test their system’s resilience
against a specific Threat Actor without having to do manual tagging and fol-
lowing strict rules for it to work properly. CPE is a standardized method for
naming and identifying assets. If one believes a Threat Actor is about to target
your system, time is an important factor for proactive measures, and having
this issue is currently causing a bottleneck in the tool.

6.1.4 Threat Actor Sophistication Properties
The weighting of each sophistication property was arbitrary due to lack of data
and research on how to evaluate a Threat Actor’s skill. For example, looking
at the sophistication properties, one could argue that Uses Complex Compo-
nents reflects the Threat Actor’s skill more than Familiar with Victims, and
should therefore gain a higher weight. However, we need more data to evalu-
ate each properties’ weight for the Alpha-factor. The only trivial property to
weigh was Resource Level as a state-sponsored group is highly more sophis-
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ticated compared to an individual script-kiddie, which made this property the
most important one. Just know that the current weightings should be exam-
ined further and currently does not necessarily mean that some sophistication
properties are equally important.

The scoring is also based on Boolean logic. Meaning, the Threat Actor either
fulfils the property completely or not at all, giving a score of either 0 or 1 in
most cases. There is no way to place the Threat Actor somewhere in between,
accurately representing their capabilities. This will naturally impact the over-
all result as the Alpha-factor plays an important role. One could make the
scoring system based on floating-point numbers and make the assignment lin-
ear to solve this problem, but this would be too complex for this thesis, as data
regarding Threat Actor capabilities are limited, therefore making it difficult to
accurately assign a correct value.

Regardless of the property weights, this thesis’ Threat Actor fulfilled all the
sophistication properties we had identified and therefore gained the full advan-
tage of the Alpha-factor, namely 0.5. This means that APT38 will represent
the same capabilities as every government agency in the world, which is not
likely. There are also even more notorious groups out there, believed to be
more sophisticated than APT38. This problem is a result of the limitations of
the sophistication properties. If we can add more sophistication properties, to
help separate even the best Threat Actors from each other, then we will have a
more accurate tool.

It is unclear if the Operational Tempo of a Threat Actor should be a parameter
or not in the Threat Actor sophistication properties used to calculate the Alpha-
factor. It is considered in [16], and one might argue that more activity means
that the Threat Actor is skilled enough to launch several successful campaigns
in a short period, reflecting their overall skill. However, these sightings merely
highlight the campaigns that have been noticed. A truly skilled Threat Actor
has the ability to go by unnoticed. Meaning that it might appear as the adver-
sary is inactive, and deemed non-threatening, while in reality, it could be the
opposite. Also, a Threat Actor might only be active during special events such
as presidential elections but with a high success rate.

Regardless if one would prefer to take operational tempo, or activity if you
will, into account or not, it can in theory be obtained in ACT by counting all
the connected objects incident← event→ technique paths. However, most of
these intermediate incident and event objects are currently placeholders which
are objects "we know exist but know little about", to keep the model consistent
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and allow automated sharing of CTI. Using this method in ACT’s current state
would yield a false assessment of a Threat Actor’s activity, and can therefore
not be usedwith high confidence. The ideal scenario here is for ACT to support
all sightings of a Threat Actor so that activity can be automatically analysed
by counting paths. [34] by MITRE is a planned project to provide sightings
of Threat Actors, which could theoretically be integrated into ACT once it
is available. Then counting the paths above would be a perfectly valid way of
evaluating the activity of an adversary. We know through [13], that APT38 had
nine confirmed attacks against bankswithin two years. This is considered high,
even for large APT groups. Because we know APT38’s operational tempo, we
let it remain a valid sophistication property. However, keep in mind that this
property might be difficult to obtain for other Threat Actors.

It is not only theOperational Tempo that is difficult to obtain. Almost each and
every one of the sophistication properties identified is not publicly available
on any of the open CTI platforms. Without reports made by expert analysts
and threat hunters, this data will be difficult to accurately set for each Threat
Actor. We need open CTI platforms to enrich their Threat Actor objects with
sophistication properties so that implementations using these platforms have
data that stays up to date.

6.1.5 securiCAD technicalities
If it was not already clear, securiCAD conducts several samples during the
simulation process. This means that for each sample, the attack steps that are
initially dependent on the result of a Bernoulli sample is chosen. Say that there
is a 97% chance of bypassing the anti-malware instantly and 3% chance for it
being infinitely long. A sample might receive the infinite TTC occasionally,
but it is never biased towards it. When overriding an attack step with a lo-
cal TTC, you remove the sampling logic for these attack steps. This means
that, whichever distribution is used as an override, will be used through every
sample and form a bias. In the tool, just one Bernoulli sample can be done
to decide the final probability distribution, and say that it returns 0, our sim-
ulation would be biased towards infinity on the affected assets. This does not
accurately describe the Threat Actor capabilities, so it was decided to sample
in the Threat Actor’s favor and use the best case values for them. Ideally, one
would like to send all the parameters of a Bernoulli decided attack step as a lo-
cal override, but this is not possible in the language used in securiCAD.
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6.1.6 Ethics and Sustainability Aspect
We cannot argue in-depth for environmental sustainability aspects, as the At-
tacker Profile tool does not directly and continuously consume the planet’s
resources. However, one could consider the potential negative impacts if we
do not develop tools like this to prevent cyberattacks against important sec-
tors such as energy. For example, if our own energy plants are targeted and
shut down, it could require us to import electricity from foreign suppliers who
might use non-renewable resources to accommodate for our needs, resulting
in an unnecessary environmental impact as a result of lacking security from
our suppliers.

The most relevant aspect for this thesis is contributing to social sustainable
development, excluding the basic human rights such as access to clean water,
food, health etc. which this solution cannot affect. As a society, we rely on
our ICT systems as they have become a central part of our lives. Successful
breaches of them will affect us in various ways. Important infrastructure may
be down, preventing us from, among other, utilising necessary services, or
personal datamay be leaked, which somemight feel distressed about. This tool
is meant to be integrated into the toolkit of a SOC or CSIRT operator to prevent
companies and organizations being victims of cyberattacks. Less experienced
security analysts will be able to make valid decisions and have a place in these
operations. This will not only protect our important systems but also fill a
role in the cybersecurity field, an area which will have plenty of unfilled roles
in the years to come [7]. These analysts’ work will aid companies’ economy
by averting attacks which will hopefully allow them to have steady growth
and continue to employ more people, and maintaining the personnel they have
acquired over their lifetime.

The biggest social impact of this solution is thereby the economy of the indi-
vidual. This does not negatively impact any other social, economical, envi-
ronmental or cultural aspects for the rest of society or generations to come in
the same sense that unemployment would, hence supporting social sustainable
development. Surely, the added economical benefit gained by the companies
may, in turn, affect the environmental resources through added investments,
but we have to trust that they have clear and set sustainable developments
goals.

As for ethics, this tool is meant to protect our ICT systems without ever having
to compromise on a citizen’s data confidentiality. The cybercriminals are the
only ones in focus, and the tool is yet another step in uniting the community
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against cyber crimes, which is of interest of everyone who wants to feel safe
in our digital society.

6.2 Conclusion
This thesis had the objective to answer the question of:

How can Cyber Threat Intelligence be used to enhance probabilistic attack
graphs, so that they represent a specific Threat Actor’s common attack

vectors?

We have seen that the Attacker Profile generated for APT38 accurately rep-
resents their common TTPs. This will assist security administrators to take
proactive measures against the current biggest threat and distribute resources
efficiently. We achieved this by first and foremost identifying which CTI data
objects are possible to translate to a threat modelling language, namely, Threat
Actor techniques.

To accurately represent the Threat Actor in an Attacker Profile, it is essential
to understand the nature of each technique used by a Threat Actor to make
valid mappings against the threat modelling language in question. These lan-
guages may vary, which requires a procedure that remains consistent. Such a
procedure has been suggested in this thesis.

Following the mapping, we needed to know how the parameters of the attack
step’s probability distribution should be tweaked. Either by a general tech-
nique based improvement or by Threat Actor capabilities. For the latter, the
Alpha-factor was introduced, a capability factor which consists of Threat Ac-
tor sophistication properties to act as an attack stepmodifier bound to a specific
Threat Actor.

Completemapping of known adversarial techniques including technique based
TTC adjustments, direct access to Threat Actor sophistication properties and
used techniques through CTI platformmakes it possible to dynamically enrich
any attack defense graph with respect to any Threat Actor that is believed to
target the organisation.

6.3 Future Work
Threat Actor sophistication properties are what influences the general skill
level we set for our Attacker Profiles. For every new sophistication property
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we can add to a Threat Actor, the more unique Attacker Profiles to better rep-
resent a certain adversary we get. To do this, we need to complete the tech-
nique to attack step mappings, so that we may implement the β-distribution
defined in section 6.1.1 as an additional sophistication property on an attack
step level.

Analysing the confidence of the final TTC is a potential area to research.
As soon as sightings of Threat Actor attacks become available, such as [34],
with the actual TTC values for the campaign, we can compare them with the
TTC curves from our simulation results and adjust the override model accord-
ingly.

As for the technique to attack step mappings, this should continue according
to the procedure established and get full coverage on the techniques. When
the ATT&CK sub-techniques launches its full build, the mappings will have
to be adjusted and fully merge over to this new system.

There is also a need to make the systemmore usable. As time is essential when
taking proactive measures to strengthen the system’s security, the automatic
model enrichment is a research area of interest to remove the manual tagging
of assets in our threat modeller.
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